The emission in the hyperfine structure 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen arising in the halos with masses ∼ 10 6 − 10 10 M⊙ from the Dark Ages in the models with Warm Dark Matter (WDM) is analysed. The halos are assumed to be formed from Gaussian density peaks of cosmological density perturbations at 10 z 50. Semi-analytical modelling of the formation of individual spherical halos in multi-component models shows that gas in them has the kinetic temperature in the range of 60 − 800 K under adiabatic compression of the collapsing halo, and the temperature of each halo depends on the time of virialization. It is shown that inelastic collisions between neutral hydrogen atoms are the dominant excitation mechanism for hyperfine structure levels, which pulls the spin temperature closer to the kinetic temperature. The brightness temperature of individual halos is in the range of 1-10 K, depending on the mass of the halo and its virialization redshift, and increasing as these two increase. The apparent angular radii of such halos are in the range 0.06-1.2 arcseconds, their surface number density decreasing exponentially from a few per arcmin 2 for the lowest mass and redshift to nearly zero for higher values. Assuming a 1 MHz observation bandwidth the surface number density of the halo at various redshifts is evaluated as well as beam-averaged differential antenna temperatures and fluxes of hydrogen emission from halos of different masses. The beamaveraged signal strongly depends on the cut-off scale in the mass function of dark ages halos that may be caused by free-streaming of WDM particles. The finding is compared with the upper limits on the amplitude of the power spectrum of the hydrogen 21-cm line fluctuations derived from the recent observation data obtained with MWA and LOFAR.
I. INTRODUCTION
The hyperfine 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen is a very important source of information on the physical conditions, dynamics and distribution of baryon matter on the astrophysical and cosmological space-time scales. Theoretical aspects of its excitation and emission/absorption as well as the experimental ones of its observations are well studied. The eloquently titled review paper by Pritchard and Loeb (2012) , "21 cm cosmology in the 21st Century" [1] , highlights the current state of knowledge, problems, and prospects for observing the most remote parts of the Universe with special telescopes tuned at the 21 cm hydrogen line redshifted to the meter/decameter wavelengths (see also other excellent review papers by [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ). The long-term efforts of several scientific groups, aimed at registering a signal from the Dark Ages, have finally given the first results as the EDGES team (Experiment to Detect the Global EoR Signature 1 ) has announced the registration of a 21 cm atomic hydrogen absorption line at z=15-20 [7] . The brightness temperature about 0.5 K announced by the team, however, does not consist, with the existing predictions of the standard ΛCDM model. Despite the disputes over registration [8] , it indicates a certain progress in the ob-1 https://www.haystack.mit.edu/ast/arrays/Edges/ servations. The data from other ongoing experiments, e.g., the Murchison Widefield Array 2 (MWA) and the LOw Frequency ARray 3 (LOFAR) give an upper limit for the brightness temperature power spectrum of the redshifted 21 cm signal. The MWA observations in the frequency range 75-113 MHz (redshift range z = 12 − 18) and LOFAR ones in the frequency range 54-68 MHz (redshift range z = 19.8 − 25.2) fix an upper limit of ∆ 2 21 < (100 mK) 2 at the comoving scales k ≈ 0.5 h Mpc −1 [9] and ∆ 2 21 < (121 mK) 2 at k ≈ 0.038 h Mpc −1 [10] accordingly.
In this paper, we analyse the thermal emission in the hyperfine hydrogen line 21 cm of halos of masses ∼ 10 6 − 10 10 M ⊙ formed in the Dark Ages at z = 10 − 50, as is expected in the cosmological models with either cold or warm dark matter. Presumably, the first sources of light appeared over that period, meaning the end of Dark Ages, that is why Harker et al. [11] have reasonably named it 'cosmic dawn'. The galaxy scale halos would turn around, collapse and get virialized during that period, with baryonic matter reheated and becoming a source of thermal emission. The first radiation emitted there may be connected with electron transitions in the hyperfine structure of atomic hydrogen, as its 1 1 S 1/2 level is pumped through collisions when the temperature of the collapsing baryon matter becomes higher than such of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). We will follow the evolution of individual spherical halos which have different initial amplitudes, to evaluate the spin and brightness temperatures, to watch when the absorption changes to emission, to see which are the maximum amplitudes achieved and to understand why they have not been observed up to now. We use the results of our recent analysis of the formation of spherical halos of the masses in the range 10 6 − 10 10 M ⊙ at the end of Dark Ages together with the evolution of their ionic and molecular composition [12] .
Similar tasks were treated by other authors within other methods. Iliev et al. (2002 Iliev et al. ( ,2003 [13, 14] used semi-analytical methods and shown that the dense warm minihalos (10 4 − 10 8 M ⊙ , T ≤ 10 4 K) are sources of a 21 cm line radiation that can be seen in emission relative to the CMB. Those authors estimated the brightness temperatures of such halos at different redshifts in the range z = 6 − 20 and found them increase with the mass of a halo and the redshift of their virialization. Minihalos form a forest of redshifted 21 cm emission line. The amplitude of brightness temperature of individual halos (δT b ∼ 0.1 − 0.3 K) and their angular diameters (∆Θ ∼ 0.2 ′′ ) make detectable the angular fluctuations in this 21 cm background by ongoing LOFAR and upcoming Square Kilometer Array (SKA) experiments. Using the well-known halo model by Cooray & Sheth (2002) [15] [16] have shown that minihalos generate reasonably large 21 cm fluctuations. They have computed the power spectrum of 21 cm fluctuations from minihalos and have shown that the signal decreases rapidly as feedback increases the Jeans mass. Shapiro et al. (2006) [17] used the high-resolution gas-dynamic and N-body simulations to predict the 21 cm signal at z > 6 due to collisional decoupling from the CMB before the UV background is strong enough to make decoupling due to Ly-α pumping important. They have shown that the 21 cm signal from gas in the virialized minihalos dominates over that from the diffuse shocked gas in the intergalactic medium. In [18] it was used the numerical hydrodynamical + N-body simulations (ENZO) of early structure formation in the ΛCDM model to investigate the spin and brightness temperatures of the hyperfine line of atomic hydrogen at z < 20 but before the epoch of cosmic re-reionization. They assumed that gas is heated by X-ray emission from an early miniquasars and shown that collisions between hydrogen atoms can efficiently decouple the spin temperature from the CMB in dense minihalos and the 21 cm signal is strongly enhanced.
The goal of the paper is the analysis of the dynamical, thermal, reionization and chemical evolution of spherical halos from initial cosmological perturbations up to virialization into individual halos in Dark Ages, and evolution of their emission in 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen. It will give us the possibility to obtain the dependence of bright-ness temperature of emission/absorption in this line on the initial amplitude of density perturbation which is a precursor of halo, its mass, the redshift of virialization, kinetic temperature of the gas, etc. We apply the idealisation that is often used in such cases: the initial perturbations are spherically symmetric with a top-hat density profile. In this paper, we suppose initially that kinetic temperature of the gas in halos is adiabatic but later we generalise results for all range of temperatures for which the rate coefficients of collisional excitation/de-excitation are known. Such analysis gives us an understanding which is 21 cm atomic hydrogen emission of halos at the adiabatic stage of their formation before the processes of violent relaxation became important. It can be used in the scenarios which take into account the emissivity of diffuse interstellar gas which is not warmed/cooled yet by non-adiabatic processes.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the models of halos, their physical characteristic, chemical composition, etc. In sections 3 we compute the rate of collisional excitation, the population of hyperfine levels of atomic hydrogen, excitation and brightness temperatures in 21 cm line for halos of different mass and amplitude of initial perturbations. In section 4 we estimate an antenna temperature caused by halos in the field of view of a radio telescope. The discussions and comparisons of the results with observational upper limits on the brightness temperature power spectrum of the redshifted 21 cm signal are presented in section 5. Conclusions are in section 6.
All computations in the paper are performed for consistent values of the main parameters of the cosmological model, namely, the Hubble constant H 0 = 67.36 km/s/Mpc, the mean density of baryonic matter in the units of critical one Ω b = 0.0494, the mean density of dark matter Ω m = 0.3123, the mean density of dark energy Ω de = 0.6877, its equation of state parameter w de = −1.028, spectral index of scalar mode of cosmological perturbations n s = 0.9666 and the root mean square of matter fluctuations today in the linear theory σ 8 = 0.806 [19, 20] . We used also the value for density contrast at the moment of halo virialization ∆ v = 178. The cosmological model with such parameters is practicaly Λ-model with cold dark matter (ΛCDM) or warm dark matter (ΛWDM).
II. MODELS OF DARK AGES HALOS
The physical conditions in the halos and their chemical composition we obtained by modelling the evolution of individual spherical perturbations in the fouringredient Universe (cold dark matter, baryon matter, dark energy, and thermal relict radiation) starting from the linear stage at the early epoch, through the quasilinear stage, turnaround point and collapse. For that we integrate the system of 10 differential equations which describe the evolution of local spherical overdensity and I. Physical parameters of halos virialized at different zv: M h is the total mass of halo, k is the wave number of initial perturbation (seed of halo), C k is the amplitude of initial curvature perturbation, zv is the redshift of virialization, TK is kinetic temperature of baryonic gas, ρm is the matter density in virialized halo, nHI is the number density of neutral hydrogen atoms, np, ne are the number densities of protons and electrons, r h is the radius of halo in comoving coordinates, θ h is the angular radius of halo. temperature of baryonic gas from the early stage in the radiation-dominated epoch up to collapse stage in dark ages when density of matter reaches the virial value:
The initial conditions are set using the observational data on the power spectrum of the cosmological perturbations. For numerical integration we have designed the computer code which implements the modified Euler method taking into account the derivatives from the forthcoming step and improving the results by iterations [21] . Starting from the beginning of the cosmological recombination epoch, to the system of 10 differential equations we attach 3 kinetics equations for recombination of the hydrogen and helium atoms [22, 23] as well as the system of 19 kinetics equations for formation/distruction of the hydrogen, deuterium and helium molecules [6, 24] . Since, the complete system of kinetics equations are very stiff, so we use in this part of our code the publicly available recfast 4 and ddriv1 5 codes. Hence, we evaluate the density of all fundamental components of the Universe (dark 4 http://www.astro.ubc.ca/people/scott/recfast.html 5 http://www.netlib.org/slatec/src/ddriv1.f matter, dark energy and baryonic matter), the temperature of baryonic gas as well as the abundances of neutral atoms, molecules and their ions in the halos for any time in Dark Ages. The details of modelling can be found in [12, 25, 26] . After virialization the internal structure of halos (clumpiness, density profiles of baryonic and dark matter components, kinetic temperature of the gas, their velocity dispersion, reionization and chemical compositions, etc.) crucially depends on the properties of dark components and cosmological parameters. It is studied actively in the last decades using N-body simulations and analytical or semi-analytical methods. The mean profiles of density, temperature, velocity dispersion and abundances of neutral hydrogen and reionization fractions of the baryonic component are different for models with a different type of dark matter and halo formation scenarios (see, for example, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] and citing therein). For estimation of brightness and antenna temperatures of dark ages halos in the redshifted 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen and their dependences on mass and redshift of their virialization we suppose that halos to be homogeneous spheres with top-hat profiles of matter density, kinetic temperature and number density of fractions. This approach simplifies the problem of a selfconsistent solution, and, on the other hand, the obtained results can be easy re-estimated for more realistic models of halo structure.
All physical parameters of halos, which are necessary for computation of the rate of collisional and radiation excitations, the population of hyperfine energy states of atomic hydrogen, excitation and brightness temperatures in 21 cm line, are presented in Table I and IV.
The mass of halo M h , its radius in comoving coordinates r h and the wave number k of initial perturbation, which is the seed of halo, are connected by relations
where z v is the redshift of virialization of halo, h is dimensionless Hubble constant (in units of 100 km/s/Mpc). Note that angular size of dark ages halos,
is the angular diameter distance, is much times smaller the diffraction limit of spatial resolution of up-to-date radio telescopes at frequency of 100 MHz. We present them in the last column of Table I and IV. They depend on the mass of halos and redshift of its virialization. Since the last dependence is not large we will use in sections 4 and 5 the analytical approximation θ h (M h ) = αM β h with best-fit values α = 4.5 · 10 −4 and β = 0.35.
After virialization the matter density, kinetic temperature of baryon component and radius of halo do not change. The number density of neutral hydrogen atoms n HI is practically unchanged, while the number densities of protons n p and electrons n e are monotonically 6 de- 6 The linear dependence in the log-log scales is good approxima-creased since molecular reactions continue. We present their model values in Table I and IV at z v and z=10.
To estimate the number density of halos in Dark Ages we have used the improved Press-Schechter formalism [33, 34] which well matches the mass function of halos at different redshifts obtained in the numerical simulations. The recipes for the semi-analytical computing the mass function of halos in the ΛCDM and ΛWDM models can be found in the numerous papers, we follow here the technic proposed in [31, 35] . We use also the fitting formula for the transfer function of density perturbations power spectrum proposed by [36] . The ΛCDM and ΛWDM linear power spectra of mater density perturbations normalized by computation of σ 8 with top-hat filter well match the linear power spectrum inferred from different cosmological probes which is presented in Figure  19 of [19] . We rescaled its amplitude at the redshifts of Dark Ages by the square of the growth function D(z) proposed in [37] . The mass functions of halos computed with Sheth-Tormen's function of the first crossing distribution [38] are shown in Figure 1 . The double lines correspond to z ± ∆z/2 with ∆z = (1 + z) 2 ∆ν obs /ν 0 , where ∆ν obs is frequency band of observations which we assume here equal 1 MHz. They are visually indistinguishable from each other at z=10. Solid lines show the mass functions at different redshifts in the ΛCDM model, while dotted lines in the ΛWDM models. The last ones are obtained by multiplying of ΛCDM mass functions on the suppression factor [35] . The free-streaming mass-scale M f s and half-mode mass scale M hm are expressed as functions of the mass of the thermal relic WDM particle m W DM as follows:
(see also Fig. 1 in [35] ). The suppression factor describe how small halos are erased in the WDM models when they are below the free-streaming scale, M h < M f s , and delay the growth of larger ones in the range of masses M f s < M h < M hm . Thus, the halo statistics resulted by observations gives a constraint on the mass of dark matter particles. In particular, the luminosity functions of faint galaxies obtained from the Hubble Ultra Deep Field for different redshifts are used to constrain the WDM particle mass. So, the constraint m W DM ¿1.3 keV (2σ) was obtained using data on galaxies at z=6-8 [39] , m W DM ¿1.8 keV(2σ) using data on galaxies at z=2 [40] , m W DM ≥ 1.5 keV using data on galaxies at z=6, 7 and 8 [41] , m W DM ¿0.9 keV (2σ) using data on two galaxies at z=10 [42] , etc. Analysis of gravitational wells of the Milky Way Satellites gives the constraints on the WDM particle mass: m W DM ≥ 2 keV [43, 44] and m W DM ¿ tion.
2.3keV [45] , and for the galaxies of the Local Group, m W DM ≥ 1.8 keV [46] . Constraints on the WDM particle mass from high-redshift long gamma-ray bursts give m W DM ¿1.6-1.8 keV at 95% CL [47] while constraints from Ly-α forest data give m W DM ¿5.3 keV (2σ) [48, 49] . However, as it is shown in [50] , more promising constraints expected from the observations of 21 cm line from halos at z¿5, which are sensitive to the WDM particle mass up to tens keVs. In this paper, we focus on the halos at z 10.
III. SPIN AND BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES OF HALOS
Since the energy of hyperfine structure transition 1 0 S 1/2 → 1 1 S 1/2 is E 10 = 0.068 K ≪ T CMB , the cosmic microwave background is important for pumping of the hyperfine upper level of atomic hydrogen. When CMB pumping is dominant mechanism of excitation and deexcitation of this level the atomic hydrogen is not visible on the CMB background in the redshifted 21 cm line, the spin temperature in this case is equal to the radiation one, T s = T CMB . But when other mechanisms, collisions or UV radiation, are competitive the atomic hydrogen can be observed in the absorption or emission of CMB quanta, depending on the relation of the spin temperature to radiation one. The baryonic matter in the halos formed long before the re-reionization are warmed adiabatically at the stage of contraction to a temperature T K > T CMB and by shock waves at the late stages of virialization to a temperature T K ≫ T CMB . The collision pumping decouples the spin temperature from radiation one, T s > T CMB , and atomic hydrogen emit the extra quanta of hyperfine transition. Later, when X-ray and UV radiation of the first sources (shock waves, stars and quasars) will appear the additional heating and excitation/de-excitation mechanisms will initially enhance and then suppress the luminous of halos in the redshifted 21 cm line [1, 17, 18] . In this paper we restrict ourselves to the analysis of the regions in which the Ly-α pumping is negligible even after sources turn on at z < 20. In other words, we only consider collisional pumping in the halos before the luminous sources appear. This approximation simplifies the computation of the spin temperature essentially: the two-level model of atom is a good approximation since energies of upper level (n ≥ 2) excitation are essentially larger than energy of perturbers in dark ages halos. The main equation which describes the evolution of populations of levels 1 0 S 1/2 and 1 1 S 1/2 is as follows [55] :
where y ≡ n 0 /n H is fraction of atomic hydrogen on the bottom level and
is the energy density of CMB radiation at the frequency of hyperfine transition ν.
The Einstein coefficient of spontaneous transition, radiation induced one and absorption of radiation are connected by known relations:
We present the total collision rate of excitation C 01 and de-excitation C 10 as the sum of excitation/de-excitation by different perturbers, i.e. neutral hydrogen, protons and electrons, that are most abundant in the dark ages halos:
Here n H , n p and n e are the number densities of neutral hydrogen, protons and electrons in the halos. The coefficients of collision de-excitation κ H 10 , κ p 10 and κ e 10 we took from the papers [51] [52] [53] [54] accordingly, where they are tabulated as a function of temperature. The coefficients of collisional excitation we computed as κ i 01 = 3κ i 10 exp (−h P ν/k B T K ). They are presented in the left panel of Figure 2 . In the right panel we show the rates of collisional excitation C i 01 = κ i 01 n i and de-excitation C i 10 = κ i 10 n i by each perturber in the conditions (n i and T K ) of halos which we will analyse below. One can see that main perturber in the dark ages halos is neutral hydrogen since its number density is ∼ 10 4 times larger. It is interesting to compare them with rates of spontaneous and induced de-excitations as well as with excitation by CMB radiation. In order to compare all of them with the rate of change of the temperature of CMB radiation caused by expansion of the Universe we present their inverse values in Figure 3 . We see that the fastest process is the collisional excitation of upper hyperfine level, the slowest one is the spontaneous transition to the bottom level. This is the physical base of thermal emission. The fact that all processes are faster than the rate of expansion of the Universe means that the quasi-stationary solution of equation (2) n 0 = n H A 10 + B 10 U ν + C 10
can be a good approximation for numerical one. Substitution it in the Boltzmann-like relations n 1 /n 0 = 3e −hP ν/kB Ts gives us the well-known expression for the spin temperature [56] T
We integrate the equations (2) jointly with kinetic equations of formation/distruction of molecules and evolution of density and velocity perturbations of all ingredients. The results are presented in Figure 4 and Table II . One can see that at z 100 the spin temperature follows a kinetic temperature of baryonic matter. Later, at the [51, 52] , e [53] and p [54] . The thin solid lines are our approximations, and the dotted lines are approximation by [18] . Right: The rate of collisional excitation C01 = κ X 01 nX (filled symbols) and de-excitation C10 = κ X 10 nX (open symbols) in halos virialized at z = 50 − 10.
FIG. 3. The inverse rates of excitation/de-excitation C −1 10 , cosmological background where T K < T CMB via adiabatic cooling the collision excitations becomes ineffective because of decreasing of the number density of perturbers the spin temperature (blue dashed line in Figure 4 ) decouples from the kinetic temperature (lowest solid blue line) and approaches to the radiation one (dotted line) at z ≈ 25. In the halos the spin temperature (red dashed lines) follows a kinetic one when T K T CMB . In all cases the quasi-stationary solution (3) do not differ from numerical one more than tiny parts of percents.
The spin temperatures for virialized halos are close to their kinetic temperatures (in our case adiabatic) which are defined by the redshift of virialization. So, we can approximate it by simple expression
where the best-fit values of coefficients (a, b, c) are as follows (3.1769 · 10 5 , 2.3468 · 10 3 , 0.24832). It is shown in the Figure 4 by thin solid red line. homogeneous isothermal halo at the CMB background it has the simple analytic solution
where τ ν ≡ α ν s is optical thick of halo or its opacity in a point of observation. Since the hyperfine frequency ν is in the Rayleigh-Jeans range of radiation energy distribution it is comfortable to use a brightness temperature T br instead intensity: I ν = 2k B T br ν 2 /c 2 . Since the useful signal is the difference of intensities δI h ν = I h ν − I cmb ν in any point of halo we obtain the final expression for differential brightness temperature at the observable frequency ν obs [1] δT
Up to now we discussed the hyperfine line emission as monochromatic. In the reality in the rest frame of halos the line is extended by thermal motion and collisions of hydrogen atoms with each other and other atoms, ions and molecules. The width of line at a half-maximum caused by the thermal Doppler broadening is as follows [57] ∆ν(z)
It is taken into account in the absorption coefficient
For an observer the opacity is maximal in the center of halo, τ 0 ν = 2α ν r h (Table II) , and decreases to zero at the edge as
where θ is the angle between directions to the center and to the observable point on the halo, θ h is the angular radius of the geometrically limited halo (Table I and IV). In Figure 5 we show the profiles of brightness temperature just after virialization of halos with masses 5.1 · 
It has obvious asymptotic behaviour: if τ 0 ν → 0 then δT br → 0, if τ 0 ν → ∞ then δT br → (T s − T CMB )/(1 + z). The averaged differential brightness temperatures δT br for different dark ages halos are presented in Table II and VII, and in Figure 6 . They are larger for halos which were formed earlier since the spin temperatures in them are higher. The lower the halo mass, the less is its opacity, and, consequently, the greater the effect of "darkening to the edge of the disc." The dependence of averaged brightness temperature on redshift for halo with fixed mass M h is approximated well by simple formula δT br = α + βz + γz 1.2 , which is shown by solid lines in the left panel. The best-fit coefficients (α, β, γ) are presented in Appendix A (Table V) . The dependence of averaged brightness temperature on halo mass M h at fixed redshifts is approximated well by simple formula
which is shown by solid lines in the right panel. The best-fit coefficients (a, b, c, d) are presented in Appendix A (Table  VI) .
The dependence of differential brightness temperature of individual halos on their mass at different redshift has been computed by [13] (Fig.1) . For the halos with mass of 10 7 M ⊙ at z=10, 15 and 20 it gives δT br ≈0.22, 0.29 and 0.34 accordingly. These values are shown in the left panel of Figure 6 by blue open 4-fold stars. They are lower than corresponding values on the line with dark 4fold filled stars by ∼5-6 times. The difference is caused by the dissimilarity in models of sources structure resulted in the different opacity and gas kinetic temperature. Really, when we recalculate their differential brightness temperatures to the opacity of our halos, then these values increase by 10-20 times and will be above our line for halo the same mass, since the gas kinetic temperatures are higher in those models.
Thus, the atomic hydrogen in halos is a source of emission in the 21 cm line because the gas there is warm and the kinetic temperature is essentially higher than CMB one. But surrounding gas is cold, its kinetic temperature is lower than CMB one and it can absorb the photons emitted by halos as it was noted by [16] . In our case when the line is narrow and IHM expands according to the Hubble-Lemaître law the optical depth of absorbing layer is as follows: τ IHM (z) = cα IHM ν (∆ν/ν) h /H(z). The estimation shows that its value is in the range of 0.01-0.03 at z=10-50. It means that surrounding gas absorbs only about ∼1-3% of halo radiation. The absorption can be evaluated more accurate when the inhomogeneity of gas distribution around halo is taken into account. Authors of [58] have shown that such absorption in some cases can reach dozens percents. But, since, it does not change the predicted brightness temperature of halos dramatically, we omit the similar effects in this paper.
In our approach we can look also how the differential brightness temperature of single halo changes before and after virialization. Its evolution for halos virialized at different redshifts z v is shown in Figure 7 . In the inserts, it is shown a period before the turnaround, when the corresponding halo could be observed in the absorption of the 21 cm line. Before of turnaround and virialization the changes of differential brightness temperature is caused by the changes of spin temperature and opacity mainly, after virialization by decreasing of CMB temperature and increasing of frequency with decreasing of redshift.
IV. THE ANTENNA TEMPERATURE
Let us estimate the beam-averaged brightness temperature of the dark ages halos which are in the field of view of a radio telescope.
For observations of 21 cm (ν 0 = 1420 MHz) emission from halos placed at the redshift z the radio telescope must be tuned on the redshifted frequency ν obs = ν 0 /(1+ z) and the frequency range ∆ν f r of integration of signals. The halos from the redshift range [z, z + ∆z] will be registered in the frequency range [ν obs , ν obs −∆ν f r ] 7 . The redshift and frequency range are related as
It means that the surface number density of halos which a radio telescope can detect in the frequency range 7 We suppose that the thermal broadening of the line and its shift caused by peculiar velocity of halo are much lower than ∆ν f r . [ν obs , ν obs − ∆ν f r ] is as follows 
We present a surface number density of halos in units of arcmin −2 in Table II and VII for different redshifts. The most of radio telescopes working in the frequency range ∼ 100 MHz have beam widths from few arcminutes to few degrees, essentially larger than the angular size of halos. The mean angular distance between halos virialized at 10 ≤ z ≤ 30 is θ mad (z) ≈ σ −1 h (z) ∼ 0.3 ′ − 10 o , which depends on the mass of halo and redshift of its virialization. The number of halos of mass M h virialized at z, z + ∆z and which are in the field of view of antenna with beam diameter θ beam is as follows Figure 1 . The open triangles show the expected rms brightness temperature fluctuations from minihalos at k = 5 Mpc −1 with gas kinetic temperature 1000 K (red) and 100 K (blue) from [16] . The values of differential energy fluxes (dδF/dν) obs for the analysed halos are presented in Table II and VII. Taking into account the surface number density of halos of different mass one conclude that the range of frequencies for search of the halo thermal emission signal in the redshifted 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen by radio telescopes is 70-130 MHz.
The average differential flux per unit frequency from all halos observed within a given antenna beam of angular size θ beam in the frequency band ν obs − ν obs + ∆ν obs can be estimated according to the formula followed from [13] ,
where
The effective observable width of the line is caused by thermal Doppler broadening (6) divided by (1 + z).
Since the gas temperature in our model is defined by the redshift of virialization the effective width is well approximated by simple relation: ∆ν ef f = 798.33 − 4.6429z. The angular sizes of beam and halo, θ beam and θ h , are in radians here. Each halo also has peculiar velocity caused by cosmological perturbations of larger scales. The rms value can be estimated from the initial power spectrum of density perturbations as
. Such motion shifts the line of individual halo for ± ∼ 0.1 MHz that practically does not influence our estimations.
The results are presented as dependences of spectral fluxes on redshift for three mass ranges, M h ≥ 10 7 M ⊙ , M h ≥ 10 6 M ⊙ and M h ≥ 10 5 M ⊙ in Figure 8 (left panel). The mass functions at different z correspond to ΛWDM model with m W DM > 50 keV, shown by solid lines in Figure 1 . Since the differential spectral flux from halos is proportional to the square beam size of the antenna, we present the estimations for the antenna with the radius of beam θ beam = 1.9 o , 10 arcmin and 2.1 arcmin. The first is the radius of LOFAR antenna beam [10] , the last is MWA beam radius [9] . One can see that average differential flux per unit frequency from all halos observed within a given antenna beam fast decreases with increasing of z. This is caused by the fast decreasing of the number density of virialized halos with increasing of z, as it follows from mass function in Figure 1 . The lower is the minimal mass of halos the larger is average differential flux at different redshifts.
At last, we can estimate the value of beam-averaged effective differential antenna temperature [13] as follows
The results for the same halos are presented in the right panel of Figure 8 . They do not depend on the beam radius. One can see, that the beam-averaged antenna temperature of halos decreases with increasing of z and depends on the mass range of observed luminous halos which is related with the initial power spectrum of density perturbations. To analyse how the beam-averaged effective differential antenna temperature depends on the free-streaming scale (or cut-off one) we compute it for ΛWDM model with m W DM = 1 and 5 keV ( Figure  9 ). For the first R f s ≃ 7 · 10 6 M ⊙ , for the second R f s ≃ 10 3 M ⊙ . The lower is the mass of WDM particles the large is cut-off of mass function, the lower is the beam-averaged effective differential antenna temperature of dark ages halos. Really, in the ΛWDM model with m W DM ≥ 50 keV the expected beam-averaged differential antenna temperature of dark ages halos at z ∼ 10 is order of few millikelvins, for the model with m W DM = 5 keV it is ∼ 0.1 millikelvins, with m W DM = 1 keV it is ∼ 0.01 millikelvins. The lower is m W DM (the large cutoff) the faster decreases the beam-averaged temperature with increasing of redshift. So, the tomography of the Dark Ages in 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen will give us the information about short wave cut-off of initial power spectrum which can shed the light on the type of dark matter, cold or warm. Note, that these results also need to be corrected for the beam efficiency coefficient η be to obtain the observable antenna temperature. For the most antenna it lowers the amplitude by factor ∼ 0.9 − 0.5.
V. DISCUSSIONS AND COMPARISONS
The expressions (3) and (5) state that dark ages halos are sources of thermal emission in the 21 cm hyperfine line of atomic hydrogen always when their temperature T K is higher than T CMB at the same redshift. Really, these two expressions can be reduced to one,
Our analysis shows that halos which are virialized at z ≥ 10 have kinetic temperature essentially higher than the temperature of CMB. We assumed that virialized halos have an adiabatic temperature which they achieve at the beginning of virialization when density contrast becomes ∼ 178. In the hierarchical scenario of halo formation it is usually accepted that practically all difference of gravitational potential energy of halo baryonic mass in turn-around point and after violent virialization goes into heating of the gas. Then according to the virial theorem the temperature of the gas in the halo with mass M h virialized at the redshift range z ∼ 10 − 50 will be in the range [2, 5] T v = (2 − 9) · 10 4 M h 10 8 M ⊙ K.
And only halos with mass M h ≤ 10 7 − 10 8 M ⊙ have T v < 10 4 K which provide enough neutral hydrogen to produce the 21-cm signal. It is so in the ΛCDM model. In the ΛWDM model with mass of halos in the range of M f s M h M hm the situation is not well defined, since formation of halos is delayed and hierarchy may fail [35] .
That is why we carry out all computations for halos with adiabatic kinetic temperature which is the minimal temperature of the gas, since processes during virialization can only increase it. We believe that for a considerable time, much of the baryon gas in halos has a temperature that is determined by adiabatic compression. Meanwhile, the results can be generalised for other mechanisms of heating in the conditions of Dark Ages when collisional excitation is dominant and fractions are the same. The dependence of 21-cm line brightness temperature of individual halos on the kinetic temperature at different redshifts z = 10−40 is shown in Figure 10 for optically thick halos (τ ν ≫ 1). For the opposite case, optically thin halos (τ ν ≪ 1), the values in the figure must be multiplied by τ ν . The values for the brightness temperature of halos that were retrieved from our model are compared to results obtained in the well-known studies [13, 16] . Figure 6 compiles the results of this paper and those taken from Iliev's one [13] (Figure 1 ). Note the main trend: the increase in the brightness temperature of a single halo with an increase in its mass and the redshift of its virialization. Some quantitative differences in brightness temperatures for a halo with the same mass at the same redshifts are resulted by different models of halos. In our case, the halo opacity increases with the mass of halo and is ∼ 1 − 10, while in Iliev's model it decreases and is ≪ 1 for halos with M ∼ 10 6 − 10 8 M ⊙ . The kinetic temperatures of gas in halos and the width of line from individual halos are different too. Naturally, the beam-averaged fluxes and brightness temperatures presented in Figure 8 are some lower than ones in Figure 2 of [13] because we do not take into account the halos of lower mass the surface number density of which is much higher. In the right panel of Figure 8 we compare the expected beam averaged brightness temperature and rms brightness temperature fluctuations from halos at k = 5 Mpc −1 predicted by for the case when kinetic temperature of gas in halos equals 1000 K and 100 K ( Figure  1 in [16] ). Our results for halos with M h ≥ 10 5 − 10 6 M ⊙ are very close to the Furlanetto & Oh's ones for similar halo model. The "similar" here means that hyperfine level is excited by collisions and CMB radiation without Ly-α coupling. But there is a noticeable difference in general parameters of models (density profiles, mass range of minihalos, gas kinetic temperatures etc.) and the comparison of models can be inadequate since in the ΛCDM and ΛWDM models the scenarios of halo formation are different at different scales. But we can compare the expected signal for the different models of halos, for the different approaches of signal estimation etc. We note, that rms brightness temperature fluctuations is statistical measure while the beam-averaged values are related to the individual measurements. Bringing them to the same angular or spatial scale is not an obvious and simple step in a such comparison. Nevertheless, we can state the proximity of values for congruent scales the with the same excitation mechanisms. Since the power spectrum of brightness temperature fluctuations from halos is defined via integral of the mass function of halos (see eq. (6) in [16] ) like the beam averaged brightness temperature in this paper (eq. 13), then one can assume that the dependence of power spectrum on the mass of WDM particles (or collisionless cut-off) will be similar as in Figure  9 .
Let's evaluate the possibility of observing the individual halos which have angular sizes 0.01-2 arcsec and brightness temperature 1-50 K in the frequency range 140-30 MHz using existing advanced telescopes. The maximal angular resolution of the LOFAR Low Band Antenna (LBA) array in the frequency range 90-30 MHz is ∼15 arcsec [10] . The maximal resolution of the LOFAR High Band Antenna (HBA) array in the frequency range 115-190 MHz is ∼6 arcsec [59] . In [60] it is stated that maximum angular resolution can be achieved up to sub arcseconds when all far stations will observe in the interferometric regime. The maximal sensitivity to the redshifted 21-cm signal at the frequency range 50-70 MHz have been achieved by LOFAR LBA at the level of ∼ 0.1 K for 14 hours of time integration [10] . It looks quite optimistically, but the problem is that maximum sensitivity and maximum angular resolution which are necessary cannot be achieved simultaneously. Five-hundredmeter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope 8 (FAST) has the angular resolution about 3 arcminutes in the frequency range 70 MHz -3 GHz. The MWA radio telescope (70-300 MHz) has angular resolution a few arcminutes. Others low-frequency telescopes have worse angular resolutions. The future telescopes planned for this frequency range do not seem to solve the problem of observing the individual halos in the Dark Ages. So, the Square Kilometre Array 9 , which will start to observe the sky in the middle of 20s, will provide frequency coverage from 50 MHz to 30 GHz with sensitivity in 50 and more times better than LOFAR. But the maximal angular resolution at the nominal frequency ∼ 100 MHz is planned of 11 arcsec. So, only the beam-averaged signal or the power spectrum of brightness temperature fluctuations caused by dark ages halo statistics can be measured. Now we compare the obtained estimation of thermal emission of dark ages halos in 21 cm hyperfine hydrogen line with upper limits on the brightness temperature power spectrum which are established in a few experiments and collected in Table III . Here we compare our predictions with upper limits for the highest redshifts given by LOFAR and MWA teams, since for comparison with measurements at lower redshifts other sources of heating, ionising, excitation and de-excitation (Wouthuysen-Field effect [63, 64] ) must be taken into account for the computation of populations of the hyperfine levels of atomic hydrogen.
The main parameters of LOFAR observations, which are important in our analysis, are as follows: field of view is 12 deg 2 (beam diameter 3.8 deg), the frequency range is 54 ÷ 68 MHz, the redshift range is z = 19.8 ÷ 25.2, the integration time is 14 hours and the frequency resolution is 3 kHz [10] .
Using the mass function of halos and analytical approximations for δT br (M ; z), ∆ν ef f (z) and θ h (M ) presented above, one can estimate the total number of halos with 9 https://www.skatelescope.org/ masses M h ≥ 10 6 M ⊙ (M h ≥ 10 5 M ⊙ ) in the LOFAR field of view: N (tot) h ∼ 3 · 10 5 (∼ 10 7 ). These halos provide the average differential flux 8.2 (78.7 µJy) and the beam-averaged effective differential antenna temperature δT A = 0.017 (0.16) mK, that is essentially lower than the upper limit established recently by LOFAR [10] .
Important parameters of MWA observations are: field of view is 14 arcmin 2 (beam diameter 4.2 arcmins), the frequency range is 75÷113 MHz (two bands 75.52÷90.88 MHz and 98.84 ÷ 112.64 MHz), the redshift range is z = 11.6 ÷ 17.9, the integration time is 3.08 hours and frequency resolution is 40 kHz [9] . In the frequency band 98.84 ÷ 112.64 MHz (z = 11.6 ÷ 13.6), called Band 2, in the field of view of MWA there are about 1.2·10 4 (2.1·10 5 ) halos of mass M h ≥ 10 6 M ⊙ (M h ≥ 10 5 M ⊙ ) which provide the average differential flux 0.22 (0.40 µJy) and the beam-averaged effective differential antenna temperature δT A = 0.48 (0.88) mK. In the Band 1, 75.52÷90.88 MHz, the MWA can see about ∼ 3 · 10 3 (∼ 7 · 10 4 ) halos which ensure the average differential flux 0.065 (0.24 µJy) and the beam-averaged effective differential antenna temperature δT A = 0.22 (0.81) mK. Both estimations are essentially lower than the upper limit established by [9] .
The integration time to detect the hyperfine 21 cm emission of the neutral hydrogen with recent low frequency telescopes LOFAR or MWA is estimated as low realistic. But with more sensitive telescopes of the next generation such as SKA or HERA 10 , the integration times needed are quite acceptable.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We analysed the thermal emission of dark ages halos in 21 cm line of atomic hydrogen excited by collisions with neutral and ionised hydrogen and electrons. We suppose the halos are formed in the Gaussian density peaks of cosmological scalar mode perturbations. The semianalytical modelling of formation of individual spherical halos in multi-component models shows that the kinetic temperature of gas in halos virialized at z ≥ 10 is higher than the temperature of cosmic microwave background and it is possible to detect them as arcsecond sources of emission in the frequency range 70 − 130 MHz. It is shown that in the dark ages halos the inelastic collisions between neutral hydrogen atoms are the dominant excitation mechanism of hyperfine structure levels, which pulls the spin temperature closer to the kinetic one. We have estimated the brightness temperatures of dark ages halos with masses 10 6 − 10 10 M ⊙ and adiabatic temperatures ∼ 60 − 800 K which are virialized at z ∼ 10 − 50. It is shown that their brightness temperatures are in the range 1-10 K, increase with the mass of halo and redshift of its virialization. The differential flux per unit frequency (dδF/dν) obs from individual halo is low and varies over four order for these ranges of halo masses and redshifts, ∼ 10 −2 − 10 2 nJy, that is a challenge for their detection by existing and planned radio telescopes. The maximal flux ∼ 0.1 µJy is expected from the halo of the largest mass: the faster it virialized, the greater is its brightness temperature.
The number density of virialized halos exponentially decreases with increasing of halo mass and redshift. Assuming the 1 MHz frequency band of detection we have estimated the surface number density of halos at different redshifts and beam-averaged effective antenna temperatures and fluxes caused by halos of different masses which are in the field of view of a radio telescope. It turned out that the halos of smaller masses cause a larger beamaveraged differential antenna temperature and flux since their surface number density is higher. We have illustrated also that the beam-averaged signal strongly depends on the cutoff scale in the mass function of dark ages halos which can be caused by free-streaming of WDM particles.
At last, we compare our results with the first power spectrum limits on the 21-cm signal of neutral hydrogen from MWA [9] and LOFAR [10] : they are essentially below these upper limits. Radical increasing the integration time of observations by MWA and LOFAR will inevitably lead to a long-awaited detection of a signal from the Dark Ages, which will be intensively investigated by the next generation telescopes. 
